
MARITIME DISTRICT OF ARBATAX RULES & REGULATIONS 

 

Speed limits  

In the waters of the Maritime District of Arbatax the speed of all units that navigates within 500 
meters from the coast, and 1.000 m from the beaches, cannot exceed 10 knots;  

 

Jet ski regulations 

From 1st May to 31st October, hauling in, hauling out, departure and mooring of jet sky and similar 
boats is allowed from authorized ports, touristic docks and slides.  

The speed limit cannot exceed: 

3 knots within the slides 

3 knots during getting in and out of ports, docks or slides within 400 m from the coast 

It is forbidden: 

- navigation in bathing areas within 200m from the coast  

- navigation within the Maritime District of under the distance of 500 from the port 

- navigation during night time and during bad weather condition  

- contemporary departure of jet sky or similar motor boats from the same launching slide  

- navigation by mooring camps and under 300 m from anchored ships. 

- navigation under 200 m from diving buoys  

- navigation under 500 m from fish farming 

 

 

During the Winter season from 1st November to 30th April, the use of jet ski is allowed: 

- in the free beaches hauling out, departure and mooring of jet sky and similar boats is allowed 
from any point on the shore, except in the presence of bathers. 

- authorized slides have to be used, in case there are some in the area 

- navigation is allowed within 300 m from the coast 

Jet skies and similar motor boats drivers must have driving license (no matter what engine power)  

During navigation, no matter what distance from the coast, driver and passengers must wear 
lifejacket with whistle and helmet approved from Federazione Italiana Motonautica (Italian 
Federation powerboat). (for tender: the boat must as well have a fire extinguisher, to be installed in 



the engine room and to be activated from outside, a signal beacon and a floating rope suitable for 
recovery and towing)  

 

During navigation the pilot and the passengers must behave avoiding any wrong attitude 
compromising stability of the boat  

 

Number of passengers, pilot included, cannot exceed the number stated in the boat certificate of 
the jet ski. The original copy or the copy of the certificate must be kept on board.  

 

Insurance per civil liability is compulsory for all water scooters. 

 

The water scooter must have a remote control allowing the switch off in case of not regular 
navigation of the boat (related to rental jet skies)  

 

Failure of the above described regulations may result in confiscation of the boat  

 

Jet skies must stay within a distance of 1000m from the base unit (meaning in this case the vessel 
to which they belong). 

 

 

 


